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THE ESSENCE MISSION
To serve black women deeply by encouraging and equipping them to embrace the power
of their roles standing at the forefront of their lives, homes, and communities.

CULTURE

EQUITY
ajor motion pictures have
been centered around the
Historically Black College
a n d U n i ve r s i t y ( H B C U )
homecoming—from Spike
Lee’s iconic 1988 School
Daze to the 2002 dramedy
Drumline. Revered hip-hop
artists, such as The Notorious B.I.G., have included
quotable mentions about
them in their lyrics. Beyoncé
in 2018 created and named
an epic Coachella performance based on one; it aired
on Netflix in 2019. These occasions are among the rare annual
events for which senior citizens, toddlers and everybody in
between enthusiastically show up, and all have a great time. The
HBCU homecoming experience is an international treasure.
Cambridge Dictionary defines homecoming as “a celebration at school or college, usually including a dance and a football
game, when people who were students there at an earlier time
can return to visit.” However, an HBCU homecoming cannot be
defined. Sure, there’s a football game, but that halftime show?
The real ones know that’s the true highlight. And all the other
elements of this weeklong celebration—the dances, brunches,
fashion shows, step shows, talent shows, parades, concerts and
tailgates—display an unequivocal style beyond the bounds of
ordinary definition.
“At predominately White institutions (PWIs), homecoming
is simply about two rival football teams battling it out,” explains
former Wall Street analyst and Spelman College alumna Claudia
Walker, author of the best-selling children’s book series The
ABCs of HBCUs. “At HBCUs, you go to homecoming for the
people, not just the game. You’re returning home to see some
of the people who have made the most impact on your life.”
As context, the first HBCU, Cheyney University, was
established in 1837 in Cheyney, Pennsylvania, 28 years before
the 1865 abolition of slavery in the United States. Since then,
HBCUs have served as vital gathering places for our community. “HBCU homecomings provide a rich experience for people
of African descent,” says Ronell Miller, North Carolina
Agricultural & Technical University graduate and founder of
the entrepreneurial resource HBCUstartups. “There are a
variety of events for all generations. It’s amazing to see Black
people from around the world come together for a positive
cause. It is a breath of fresh air, especially during hard times
such as these.”
North Carolina Agricultural & Technical University, or A&T
as it is affectionately known, has GHOE—the Greatest Homecoming on Earth. Of course, every HBCU could arguably apply
this humorous moniker to its own homecoming. But Miller says
GHOE has a deeper meaning. “GHOE is memorable because
A&T has the largest student population of any HBCU,” he »

Steeped
in tradition,
homecoming
celebrations
at Historically
Black Colleges
and Universities
reflect palpable
love, pride and
excellence. As
they return in full
force this fall, we
take a deep look
at the power and
passion of these
uniquely stylish
and undoubtedly
sacred events
BY
BRIDGETTE BARTLETT ROYALL
PHOTO RESEARCH AND CURATION
ADREINNE WAHEED

Clockwise from top left: Miss Maroon
and White Homecoming Court, Spelman College, 1970. Southern University Human Jukebox band members
at a Southern versus Prairie View
A&M football game, Prairie View University, 2018. Stylish members of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,
serving lewks at Howard University,
2017. Shaw University Homecoming
Parade, featuring Miss Shaw and her
court, circa 1940s. Texas Southern
University Sensations Dance Team
members are ready to rock, 2018.

Opposite page, clockwise from top
left: Courtesy of Spelman College
Archives; 2C2K Photography; Samira
Rashid; Courtesy of Shaw University
Archives and Special Collections;
2C2K Photography.
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THE LEADING CAUSE OF BANKRUPTCY in the U.S. is medical debt, which
means that the state of your health determines the stature of your wealth. It’s
why MARGARET-MARY WILSON, M.D., is leading the charge to support our
health needs and strengthen our wellness narrative. As Chief Medical Officer and
Executive Vice President of America’s largest health insurer, UnitedHealth Group,
Wilson is focused on building health equity through clinical innovation—including
expanding access to care, lowering costs, improving outcomes and encouraging
patient self-advocacy. She joined the UHG organization in 2008; but long before
she became a top executive at the insurance giant, Wilson dreamed of becoming a
doctor back in her native Nigeria. Her ambition was met with “it’s not a profession
for girls” opposition, yet Wilson persisted, enrolling in medical school at just 16
years old and graduating by the age of 21. Here, she shares lessons in leadership,
global community and what she’s learned about creating an impact.
CAROLINE
WANGA:
MARGARETMARY
WILSON:

By talking with the chiefs who
live among us, ESSENCE CEO
Caroline Wanga explores Black
women as chief executive officers
of home, culture and community,
and focuses on helping every
Black woman recognize the chief
that already exists within her

I’m Victoria’s daughter. I will never let myself forget that. Victoria was my mother; she died two
years ago. She was a single, divorced mother—
my father had walked out on her. She couldn’t
read or write. She struggled financially, and she
was poor after my father left. But the one thing
she knew was that she wasn’t going to let me
walk her path. And that’s who I am at the core.
My mother put me through medical school, and
I became a doctor in Nigeria. It was a hard life.
Doctors weren’t paid much, and I didn’t have
a lot of money. But that started my search for
answers. Something happens when, as a young
doctor in your 20s, babies are dying, mothers
are dying. It pushed me to search for more. And
I owe my journey in medicine to that.

WANGA:

How does a young person whose mother did
everything she could to provide for her—but
probably always felt like there wasn’t enough to
do it all—become a young person who believes
she can be a doctor?

WILSON:

Quite frankly I didn’t always believe I could be a
doctor. One of my uncles asked me what I wanted
to be, and at the time it sounded like a good thing
to say. I was 7 years old and said, “A doctor.” But
he then said to me, “Oh, you can’t do that. It’s not
a profession for girls.” And at that point, I didn’t
know what it would take, but I was determined to
prove him wrong. You throw in a bit of grit and
determination and step by step, you get there.

WANGA:

How did you go through the process of becoming
a doctor as a Black woman, in a field that doesn’t
have that much texture of identities and representation?

WILSON:

Well, first, I went to medical school in Nigeria—so
we were all Black, so that took care of that part of
things. But we were a class of about 200, and only
30 of us were women, so it was a hard walk. What
it did show me, however, was that medicine is not
impossible for women, because there was nothing
gender specific about it. I was determined to do

PHOTOGRAPHY BY
CAMERON JOHNSON
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something—I didn’t know what—to increase gender diversity. And it’s fortunate that decades later,
I work with an enterprise that’s doing just that.
Just months ago, UnitedHealth Group committed
$100 million to advance diversity and equity in the
clinical workforce over the next 10 years.

Who is Dr. Margaret-Mary Wilson?
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WANGA:

Why would a company of that size and scale
decide that a $100 million commitment is a way
to help—to make sure that the way that health
care is provided is really working for all? Because
many of us, as Black people, have had issues
getting through the health-care system—finding
care, getting good care, having coverage, having our doctor not care enough because we’re
Black, and everything in between. How does the
$100 million change that story?

WILSON:

It changes the story fundamentally, because
most people are like me. I’m Black, an African
immigrant, a lesbian, a legally married woman
living in the state of Texas. And when my wife
and I moved to Texas from New York, we needed
a doctor. Who did we look for? A doctor who got
us. A doctor who looked like us. A doctor who
represented us in one way or another. The people
we serve as clinicians, we need to look like them.
It saves lives. So when you see United committing to that amount, it’s because we recognize
that if we change the health-care system, if we’re
going to transform health care, then it must be
equitable, and the workforce must be diverse. If
you look across America today, a Black woman
who goes in to have a baby is about 3 times more
likely to die than a Hispanic or White woman.
Those are the glaring statistics.

WANGA:

How should we navigate the health-care system?

WILSON:

I’m sure you could tell me what was in your bank
account to the last cent. But I bet very few people could tell me what their blood pressure was
this morning. When we think about wealth and
we think about power, let’s not forget health.
Even though I don’t have a lot of hair, one thing
I’m really picky about is my haircut. I’m not going
to let my barber get it wrong. I will also empower
myself when it comes to my health.

THRIVE & POWER
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Caroline Wanga

Chief Executive Officer

Pauline Malcolm Thornton
Chief Revenue Officer

Erika Bennett

Chief Marketing Officer

Barkue Tubman
Chief of Staff

THE
EXECUTIVE
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TEAM
Michael Barclay
EVP Experiential
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Live experiences, content, event
production and community
tailored to music, street fashion
and entertainment enthusiasts.

Multi-platform media programs and
experiential opportunities cultivating
the deepest connection with Black
women across wellness, beauty, fashion,

Long-form premium content.
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Live experiences, event production and
community for beauty and wellness
GenZ and Millennial enthusiasts.

Digital publishing platform for
the textured hair community.
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A LEGACY POWERHOUSE

YEARS OF MOVING THE CULTURE FORWARD
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ESSENCE’S UNMATCHED REACH

2.9 million

Readers per issue

8.2 million

Social media followers
across all channels
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6.2 million

Monthly uniques on Essence.com

31.7 million

Average monthly
page views (online)
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ALWAYS ON ECOSYSTEM
PRINT & DIGITAL MAGAZINE
6 ISSUES

INFLUENCER NETWORK
DAILY STORIES & DIGITAL COVERS

SOCIAL

EXPERIENCES & LIVE STREAM

ESSENCE.COM

WEBSITE HUB
NEWSLETTERS

CURATED:
BEAUTY, WELLNESS, BUSINESS,
AND MORE

VIDEOS: ESSENCE STUDIOS
CUSTOM CONTENT
& OTT PLATFORM

PODCAST NETWORK

ORIGINAL PODCAST SERIES

COMMERCE: SHOP ESSENCE
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DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE

The Place 31 Million
Black Women Call Home
AGE					DIGITAL		PRINT
18-34					39%			26%
35–44					23%			20%
Median Age				40				47
			
HOUSEHOLD INCOME			
$60,000+								55%		
$75,000+								46%		
$100,000+								33%		
Median HHI:							 $67,877		
			
EDUCATION			
College Grad/Post Grad					46%		
Any College							67%		
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EMPLOYMENT			
Employed (Full/Part-Time)			65%		
			
HOME OWNERSHIP			
Own Home (Primary)				50%
MARITAL STATUS			
Married								35%
			
CHILDREN 		
Any Children						43%		

SOURCES: ALLIANCE FOR AUDITED MEDIA: PUBLISHER’S STATEMENT (6/30/2022)
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2023 EDITORIAL PRINT CALENDAR

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2023: BLACK LOVE ISSUE

MARCH/APRIL 2023: BLACK FUTURES ISSUE

MAY/JUNE 2023: MEN’S ISSUE

CLOSE DATE: 11/4/22 ON SALE DATE: 12/28/22

CLOSE DATE: 1/13/23

CLOSE DATE: 3/10/23

JULY/AUGUST 2023: MUSIC ISSUE/EFOC

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2023:
BLACK FASHION ISSUE

CLOSE DATE: 5/12/23 ON SALE DATE: 6/28/23

CLOSE DATE: 7/14/23
10

ON SALE DATE: 3/1/23

ON SALE DATE: 4/26/23

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2023: HOLIDAY ISSUE
CLOSE DATE: 9/15/23

ON SALE DATE: 11/1/23

ON SALE DATE: 8/30/23
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2023 EXPERIENTIAL CALENDAR

MORE SCALE, MORE IMPACT, MORE ENGAGEMENT, MORE MOMENTS, MORE CREATORS.
JAN 			FEB 			MAR 			APR 			MAY 			JUN 			JUL 			AUG			SEP			OCT 			NOV 			DEC

R
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2023 PRINT SPECS

MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS
• Method: Printed web-offset (wet). Perfect-bound.		
• Closing Dates: All closing dates are for receipt of materials
to the ad portal.		
• Digital ad files are archived for six months and then destroyed.

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The following information specifies the size and type of file formats, proofs and media we accept, general guidelines
and contact information. ESSENCE’s printed offset; perfect-bound.
Please confirm due dates in advance of advertiser/agency/engraver production planning. Advertisement page proofs
must be delivered for approval review two weeks before ad close. All final materials should be uploaded into
www.adshuttle.com/Essence no later than the closing dates unless you have been given an extension by Ad Services.
All extensions must be confirmed in writing. Extensions are given for individual advertisers on a per issue basis. If you are
in doubt about an extension, please call your account representative ASAP. Virtual proof technology is used following
SWOP standards utilizing TR005 output profile. Color guidance proofs are no longer required.

Page Size 					Bleed						Live Safety/Non-Bleed				Trim
Full Page
Spread

				8.25” x 10.75” 				7” x 10”								8” x 10.5”
					16.25” x 10.75”				15” x 10”							16” x 10.5”

File Format: High resolution PDFX1A file output

Circulation includes the print and digital editions of the Magazine. Qualified full-run advertisements will run in both editions.
See MAGAZINE ADVERTISING TERMS AND CONDITIONS for additional information including opt-out and upgrade options.
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2023 POSITIONING GUIDELINES
The following are certain general terms and conditions governing advertising published in the U.S. print and digital editions of
ESSENCE Magazine (the “Magazine”) published by ESSENCE Communication Inc. (the “Publisher”).
1. Rates are based on average total audited circulation, effective with the issue dated January/February, 2021. Announcement
of any change in rates and/or circulation rate base will be made in advance of the Magazine’s advertising sales close date
of the first issue to which such rates and/or circulation rate base will be applicable. The Magazine Rate Card specifies the
publication schedule of the Magazine, and its on-sale dates.
2. The Magazine is a member of the Alliance for Audited Media (“AAM”). Total audited circulation is reported on an issue-byissue basis in Publisher’s Statements audited by AAM. Total audited circulation for the Magazine is comprised of paid plus
verified.
3. An advertiser running a full-run qualifying advertisement in the Magazine will automatically run in the print and digital
edition of the Magazine, unless the advertiser explicitly, in writing, opts-out of running in the digital edition, either on the
insertion order or via email, by no later than 5pm on the ad close date. In the event advertiser opts-out of running in the digital
edition of the Magazine for any reason other than legal or regulatory considerations that advertiser reasonably believes, and
communicates in writing, would prevent the advertisement from running in the digital edition, such advertiser’s ad placement
will no longer be deemed a “full-run” buy, and advertiser would therefore not be entitled to the benefits of advertising on
a full-run basis (by way of example and not limitation, the advertisement would not be eligible for IBIT credits and may not
be considered for premium placement). If an advertiser elects to opt-out of the digital edition, such opt-out will apply to all
devices and platforms.
The digital edition of the Magazines may be viewed in one of two formats depending on the storefront (i.e. App Store, Google
Play, Amazon, Apple News+, etc.): (i) a digital replica of the print version, which is an exact reproduction of the design and
content of the print version of the Magazine; or (ii) a digital replica of the print version combined with a touch-activated “reader
view,” which allows the user to scroll the article text. Please consult a Magazine representative for details of format availability.
Certain advertisements that are not standard run-of-book advertisements may not qualify to run in the digital edition. These
include, but are not limited to, special units such as pop-ups, scent strips, die-cuts, special effects and business reply cards.
Please consult a Magazine representative for details. Qualifying advertisements, depending on various factors, including but
not limited to the device and/or platform on which they are viewed, may appear in one of two formats: (i) print replica, where
the page on screen looks exactly like the advertisement appearing in the print edition; or (ii) custom design, where the same
creative has been reformatted and resupplied for optimal reading on a digital device and/or platform.
Qualifying advertisements running in the digital edition of the Magazine will automatically run in a print replica format. If an
advertiser wishes to include its qualifying advertisement for the digital edition in a format other than print replica, it must
indicate so prominently on the insertion order by the ad close date. Custom designs may not be available on all platforms or
devices. Please consult a Magazine representative for details. URLs featured in advertisement print creative are not currently
activated in the digital edition. Please consult a Magazine representative for further details on URL activation.

9. No conditions, printed or otherwise, appearing on contracts, orders or copy instructions which conflict with, vary, or add to
these Terms and Conditions or the provisions of the Magazine’s Rate Card will be binding on the Publisher and to the extent
that the Terms and Conditions contained herein are inconsistent with any such conditions, these Terms and Conditions shall
govern and supersede any such conditions.
10. The Publisher has the right to insert the advertising anywhere in the Magazine at its discretion, and any condition on
contracts, orders or copy instructions involving the placement of advertising within an issue of the Magazine (such as page
location, competitive separation or placement facing editorial copy) will be treated as a positioning request only and cannot be
guaranteed. The Publisher will attempt to keep the same running order of advertisements in the digital edition as they appeared
in the print edition, but the Publisher does not make any adjacency guarantees or other promises regarding competitive
separation of the positioning of any advertisements in the digital edition. The Publisher’s inability or failure to comply with any
condition shall not relieve the agency or advertiser of the obligation to pay for the advertising.
11. The Publisher shall not be subject to any liability whatsoever for any failure to publish or circulate all or any part of any
issue(s) of the Magazine because of strikes, work stoppages, accidents, fires, communicable diseases, acts of God or any other
circumstances not within the control of the Publisher.
12. Agency commission (or equivalent): up to 15% (where applicable to recognized agents of record) of gross advertising
charges after earned advertiser discounts.

4. Advertisers may not cancel orders for, or make changes in, advertising after the closing dates of the Magazine.

13. Invoices are rendered on or about the subscriber mailing date of the Magazine. Payments are due within 20 days from the
billing date. The Publisher reserves the right to charge interest each month on the unpaid balance at the rate of 1.5%, or if such
rate is not permitted by applicable law, at the highest rate so permitted by applicable law, determined and compounded daily
from the due date until the date paid. The Publisher further reserves the right to change the payment terms to cash with order
at any time. The advertiser and agency are jointly and severally liable for payment of all invoices for advertising published in
the Magazine.

5. The Publisher is not responsible for errors or omissions in any advertising materials provided by the advertiser or its agency
(including errors in key numbers) or for changes made after closing dates.

14. All pricing information shall be the confidential information of the Publisher and neither advertiser nor agency may disclose
such information without obtaining the Publisher’s prior written consent.

6. The Publisher may reject or cancel any advertising for any reason at any time. Advertisements simulating a Magazine’s
editorial material in appearance or style or that are not immediately identifiable as advertisements are not acceptable.

15. Any and all negotiated advertiser discounts are only applicable to and available during the period in which they are earned.
Rebates resulting from any and all earned advertiser discount adjustments must be used within six months after the end of the
period in which they were earned. Unused rebates will expire six months after the end of the period in which they were earned.

7. All advertisements, including without limitation those for which the Publisher has provided creative services, are accepted
and published in the Magazine subject to the representation by the agency and advertiser that they are authorized to publish
the entire contents and subject matter thereof in all applicable editions, formats and derivations of the Magazine and that
such publication will not violate any law, regulation or advertising code or infringe upon any right of any party. In consideration
of the publication of advertisements, the advertiser and agency will, jointly and severally, indemnify, defend and hold the
Publisher harmless from and against any and all losses and expenses (including, without limitation, attorney’s fees) (collectively,
“Losses”) arising out of the publication of such advertisements in all applicable editions, formats and derivations of the

13

Magazine, including, without limitation, those arising from third party claims or suits for defamation, copyright or trademark
infringement, misappropriation, unfair competition, violation of the Lanham Act or any rights of privacy or publicity, or any
unfair commercial practice or misleading advertising or impermissible comparative advertising or from any and all claims
or regulatory breaches now known or hereafter devised or created (collectively “Claims”). In the event the Publisher has
agreed to provide contest or sweepstakes management services, email design or distribution or other promotional services in
connection with an advertising commitment by advertiser, all such services are performed upon the warranty of the agency
and advertiser that they will, jointly and severally, indemnify and hold the Publisher harmless from and against any and all
Losses arising out of the publication, use or distribution of any materials, products (including, without limitation, prizes) or
services provided to, by or on behalf of the agency or advertiser, their agents and employees, including, without limitation,
those arising from any Claims.
8. In consideration of the Publisher’s reviewing for acceptance, or acceptance of, any advertising for publication in the Magazine,
the agency and advertiser agree not to make promotional or merchandising reference to the Magazine in any way without the
prior written permission of the Publisher in each instance.

16. Neither creative fees nor special advertising print production premiums fees earn any discounts or agency commissions.
17. Publisher reserves the right to modify these terms and conditions.
These Advertising Terms and Conditions were issued November 1st, 2023
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2023 MAGAZINE ADVERTISING TERMS AND CONDITIONS

POSITIONING AND PLACEMENT

SEPARATION

• Positioning and placement in book will be led by creative team and your sales partner will provide
creative guidelines and specs for optimal placement and reader engagement.

• Insert separation - Publisher does not guarantee separation from inserts. Any request must be made prior to
positioning and may affect positioning.

• Strategic Partners of ESSENCE will receive the first options for premiere placement in front of the book.

• Competitive separation will be waived for all positions within the 1st 10% of book. We can only guarantee that
the competitive products will not touch. Six pages of product to product (i.e. lip to lip) separation will be provided
in the balance of the book with the exception of hair advertisers.
— Hair advertisers will only be guaranteed 3 pages of competitive separation. The separation is
only from like product to like product i.e. hair color to hair color, relaxer to relaxer.

POSITIONING FOR RUN OF BOOK ADS WITH SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
• Fractional ads - are not guaranteed placement. They are only guaranteed edit equivalent to their size
(i.e. half page advertiser is guaranteed no more than a half page of edit).
• Spreads - are not guaranteed edit in OR out unless previously negotiated.
• Scented ads - must run on specific pages of a press and require positioning flexibility.

— Multi product ads –
		
• Single product advertisers are not guaranteed competitive separation guarantee from
multi product ads.
		
• Multi product ads are not guaranteed competitive separation for the products on their page.

• Disclaimers - are not guaranteed edit and will run opposite a promotional page, house ad or PSA.

— Promotional pages – There is no competitive separation from the products or logos listed on promotional pages

• Multi Product ads - advertisers with multiple products within their creative will not be guaranteed positioning.

— Advertiser logos – there is no competitive separation from advertiser logos that appear on an advertisement

• Advertorials — Advertorials should be a 1:1 ratio and must run opposite their brand ad

CREATIVE APPROVAL

— Advertorials and promo pages are not guaranteed positioning

• Advertiser creative is subject to Publisher and Editorial Approval.

— Edit in or out is not guaranteed for any advertorial unit

• Publisher reserves the right to request that an ad be moved due to creative conflicts or if the advertiser’s
product is featured on the opposite page.

• QR Code Advertisers - If an advertiser’s creative has a coupon or any kind of cut-out; all positioning
guarantees will be re-negotiated.
• Inserts — Insert positioning is unique to the type of insert it is and will be guaranteed placement as follows: 1st, 2nd,
or 3rd Non-Scented Insert or 1st, 2nd or 3rd Scent strip etc. *Note that a scent strip guaranteed 1st scent
strip may have a non-scented insert run prior and vice versa.

COVERS
• Cover upgrades are a one-time only offer and do not carry over from year to year.

— Scent Strip positions are NOT grandfathered and do not automatically carry over from year to year.
— Inserts are guaranteed edit in only. A promotional page, house ad or PSA will lead out of the insert.
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CONTACT

For partnership inquiries, please email:
BRANDPARTNERSHIP@ESSENCE.COM

